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7. General requiгements and brief factual data of the candidate. 

Plamen Hristov Tchoukov was born on February 4, 1968, in the city of Stara Zagora, 

Bulgaria. ln 1995, he graduated in physics from the Faculty of Physics of Sofia University "St. 

Kl iment Ohridski" special izing in "Optics and Spectroscopy" and also acquired а second specialty 

"Physics Teacher". During the period 1998 - 2006, he was а full -time d octoral student at the 

lnstitute of Physical Cl1emistry "Acad. R. Kaishev" of the BAS (IPhCh-BAS), successfully defending 

а dissertation on the topic "Experimental study of self-organized amphiphil ic structures in foam 

f ilms", for which he was awarded PhD degree Ьу the Higher Attestation Commission (diploma No. 

30641/03.07.2006 ).ln 2001 , Dr. Tchoukovwas appointed as а physicist at IPhCh-BAS and worked 

as such until 2006. After his PhD graduation he was appointed to the same institute as а first

degree research scientist, and later in 2011 he was promoted to chief assistant professor, а 

position that Dr. Tchoukov currently l1olds at IPhCh-BAS. Не had а post-doctoral fellowship from 

January 201 1 to June 2015 at the University of Alberta, Canada, where he researched the 

staЬilization mechanisms of petroleum emulsions and the role of different petroleum fractions in 

the aggregation of asphaltenes and the effect on t heir rheologica\ properties. During the period 

from 2008 to 2020, Dr. Tchoukov held several positions in the petroleum industry of Canada and 

in enterprises fo1· tl1e development of innovative products fo r anti-corrosion protection, 

hydrophobic coatings, etc., where he successfully applied and expanded his knowledge in the f ie\d 

of applied colloid cr1emistry and particu larly in the design and fabrication of а unique 

instrumentation for electro-impedance spectroscopy of thin liquid films appl icaЬ\e for studying 

the staЬi l ization mechanisms of thin water/oil types of liquid films. 

As of today (September 11, 2023), in the Scopus database сап Ье found 38 artic\es 

authored Ьу Dr. Tchoukov. His H-index is 19, exc\uding self-citations Ьу all co-authors. 

2. Descгiption of the submitted mateгials. 

Dr. Tchoukov has submitted а list of 43 puЬ\ications, of which 35 are in peer-reviewed 

journal s, 5 are in conference and series proceedings, one is а co-authored book chapter, one 

patent application, and one open access internet puЬ\ ication in arXiv. 1 must mention that all 



submitted puЬiications cover entirely the scope of the announced contest. They are 

predomiпantly issued in the most renowned, specialized, and leading journals in the field of 

colloid chemistry, e.g., Advances of Colloid and lnterface Science (1) Energy & Fuels (9), Langmuir 

(5), Colloids and Surfaces А: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects (1 0), Journal of chemical 

engineering (1), Soft matter (1), etc. Dr. Tchoukov is the first author in six of t hese puЫications 

and the second in 15. His puЬiications, which are equivalent to а haЬili tation thesis, are f ive, and 

those that do not repeat the ones presented in his PhD thesis are 12 (one of them is an application 

for а patent ог а utility model). Dr. Tchoukov has participated with ora l presentations and posters 

at а significant number (68) of international and nat ional scientific forums. Не also presented а 

list of 5 scientific projects funded Ьу national funds and the Ministry of Ed ucation and Culture, in 

which he is а par·ticipant and three projects as а leader funded Ьу Natural Resources of Canada. 

The iпdicators of Dr. Tchoukov's activity significantly exceed both the minimum national 

requirements and those of the BAS and IPhCh- BAS estaЬiished for the scientific activity of 

candidates for the academic position "Associate professor". This is demonstrated in the next tаЫе: 

Group National Requirement of Requirement of Points scored 

1· indicators requirements BAS rPhCh-BAS J 
А 50 50 50 50 

в 100 100 100 140 

г 200 220 220 265 

д 50 60 60 2398 

3. Genera/ characteristics of tl1e research and scientifica/ly applied activities of the candidate. 

Dr. Tchukov's fundamental and applied research activities are oriented toward 

contemporary national and European priorities wel l-known in modern colloid chemistry, as well 

as those tradi tionally estaЫished in IPhCh- BAS. His scientific research can Ье divided into four 

main categories: 

1. lnvestigation of the mechanisms of staЬilizatioп of W/0 petroleum emulsions and the 

effect of different crude oil f ractions. 

2. Design of unique scientific instrumentation for studying thin liquid films. 

3. lnvestigation of drainage kinetics апd interactions in thin liquid f ilms formed between а 

flat solid surface and an approaching d rop/bubЫe. 

4. lnvestigation of the impact of adsorption layer's properties on thin liquid films' behavior. 

П1е r11ain results in Dr. Tchukov's research work were oЬtained Ьу electro-impedance 

spectroscopy of thin liquid films of the water/oil type, and Ьу utilizing for study of thin liquid fi lms 

of а unique scienti fic setup designed and manufactured primarily Ьу the candidate. 



4. Main fundamental and applied contributions of tl1e research 

Dr. Tchukov's contributions сап Ье systematized according to the above-mentioned four 

directions of his scientific achievements, as follows: 

4.1. Mechanisms of staЬilization of water/oil emulsions and the influence of different oil 

fractionsl б, 10-12, 14, 15, 17- 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 31, 33, 35]. 

The mechanism and influence of several factors on the staЬilization of water/ oil petroleum 

emulsions were investigated Ьу performing а series of systematic experiments with thin liquid 

films in w~1ich: 

а) The effect of Ьitumen concentration and solvent composition (aromatic/ aliphat ic) was 

determinecl Ьу iпvestigating thin liquid films of Ьitumen so lutions with different concentration 

and sol\1e11l composition. lt f1as been estaЫished that the lifetimes, thicknesses, and thinning rates 

of the water/bitumen films depend on the Ьitumen concentration, and it has been found that 

above the cri tical dilution, the water/oil boundaries "harden" and smal l aggregates of asphaltenes 

are formed [6, 11 , 33, 35]. А new mechanism for t he staЬi lization of water/oil petroleum emulsions 

is proposed, which does not imply the amphiphil ic nature of asphaltenes. lt allows to Ье explained 

the experimentally oЬtained drainage kinetics curves of the thin films, the higher-than-expected 

equilibrium Пlm thicknesses and tl1e observed "non-flowing dimples" [6, 1 О, 11, 12]. 

Ь) Ву studying the drainage kinetics, equilibrium thicknesses and lifetimes of water/oil thin 

films staЬilized with Ьitumen, with asphaltenes and with asphaltene-removed Ьitumen, t he role of 

different Ьitumen fractions in the staЬilization of water/oil emulsions has been clarified and it was 

estaЫishecl tl1e key role of asphaltenes for the staЬilization of petroleum emulsions [12]. 

с) Based on the affinity of asp~1a ltenes to the water/oil interface is proposed а procedure 

for the separation and characteri zation of the sublractions of asphaltenes responsiЬie for the 

stabilization of water/oil emulsions. [15, 17, 19, 23, 25]. 

cJ) Tl1e effect of asphaltene aggregation on the rheological propert ies of Ьitumen solutions 

was investigated and it was found that above the critical dilution for precipitation of asphaltenes, 

Н1е viscosi ty of the soiL1tions decreases with time, while it was not observed а noticeaЫe change 

in toluene е1 пd below the critical dilutions for solvents containing heptane, which was explai ned 

Ьу the aggregation of asphaltenes and the formation of clusters that precipitate and reduce the 

content of asphaltenes in the solution [18, 22, 31, 43]. 

е) DestaЬilization mechanisms of water/crude oil emulsions were invest igated using а 

modified version of the Scheludko-Exerowa cell with dosing system and rheometer, Brewster 

(ВАМ) апd atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. The influence of Ьiodeg radaЫe 

polymer den1ulsifier (ЕС300) on emulsion films of asphaltenes dissolved in heptol was also studied 

[14,16,26] 

4.2. Design of original scientific instrumentation for the study of thin liquid f ilms [6, 16, 22, 

26]. 



а) Ап automated apparatus has Ьееп developed for study of thin liquid fi lms Ьу the 

microinterferometric method{ which allows the simultaneous application of а constant or variaЬie 

electric f ield on а water/oil emulsion film{ and utilizing specially developed software for the 

purpose{ aLJtomated control of the formation of the filщ registration{ and analysis of experimental 

data оп tl1e i11tensity of reflected monochromatic light{ appl ied pressure and temperature [61 32]. 

Ь) А unique lntegrated Thin Liquid Film Force Apparatus (ITLFFA) has been developed to 

simultaneously study the dynamic force and thickпess profile of а thin liquid filщ formed between 

а deformэЫe drop/bubЫe and а solid surface{ allowing measuremeпts over а wide range of 

hydrodyп <JП1ic co пditions [16{ 21, 24{ 28] . 

с) А пеw version of the Scheludko-Exerowa cell with а dosing mechanism was developed{ 

allowing modification of the chemical compositioп of ап already formed thin film [26]. 

4.3. Drainage kiпetics апd dyпamic interactions in thin liquid fi lms formed between а 

drop/bubble and а flat solid surface [161 21 1 241 28]. 

а) The influence of the approachiпg velocity between а ЬuЬЫе and а solid flat surf ace оп 

the drainage of а thin liquid film was investigated апd it was found that increasing the approach 

velocity of the bubЫes significantly changes the hydrodynamic pressure in the film and affects its 

draining Ьу formiпg а "dimple". The Stokes-Reynolds-Young-Laplace (SRYL) model has been 

showп to describe the basic physica l properties of the draining fi lm [21 { 24]. 

Ь) Bouпdary coпditions at the boundary water/hydrophoЫc solid interfaces were 

investigated and а new approach{ which used the evolution of the thickness profile of the th in 

filщ was proposed to determine the degree of moЫiity at the boundary water 1 hydrophoЫc solid 

iпterface [ 16{ 28]. 

4.4. Relationship between the adsorption properties of а phase boundary and the kinetics 

and stabii ity of thin liq L1 id fi lms. [1{ 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13{ 29] 

Т11е influence of the properties of the adsorption layer on the behavior of foam films and{ 

in particular, the relationship between the equilibrium and dynamic adsorption properties of а 

sing le surface and the properties of foam films were investigated. lt has been demonstrated with 

different types of surfactants that the adsorption behavior and dilatational rheology of the surface 

layers аге closely related to the d ra i пage kinetics and the staЫiity of thin foam films [1-5{ 81 361 

37]. 

5. lmpact о{ the candidate's research in Bulgarian and internationa/ scienti{ic literature 

Dr. Tchukov has presented in the documeпtatioп for the current coпtest 1199 citatioпs, 

while the Scop l.IS reference gives а sigпificaпtly higher пumber of 1534 citatioпs without the self

citatioпs of all authors. This huge ПLtmber of citatioпs of the candidate speaks for itself, namely 

that his r·escaгc h work has поt or1ly found wide and excellent recognition in the scientific 

communi ty bu t also that he has estaЬiished himself as one of the world's leading researchers in 

the field of applied colloid chemistry science. 



6. Cгitico / гemarks and recommendations to the candidate 

1 have по critical remarks towards Dr. Tchukov, and the submitted documentation, which 

has been completed thoroughly and according to the legal requirements. 1 would like to make 

only one \Nisr1 ful recommendation to Dr. Tchukov for his futu re advancement and research. With 

his scienti fic \vork апd achievements, he is one of the successors of the world's leading schools in 

t he field of pl1ysical and colloid chemistry, so it would Ье wonderful if he could share his vast 

experience ar1d knowledge Ьу attracting and guiding young and talented students and scientists. 

7. Peгsona/ impressions about the candidate 

1 rыve kпown Dr. Tchukov long ago since we both started our scienti fic careers as doctoral 

students, ~1Пd гece ntly from hi~ parti cipation in the 27th ECIS conference held in Sof ia in 2013. 1 

also have direct impressions of tl1e group at IPhCh - BAS, in which he pursues his career 

development. Tl1at is why the scientific results achieved Ьу him and his scientific experience give 

me the confidence to believe that Dr. Tchukov has excellent prospects to Ье а perpetuator of 

traditions and achievements in the section "Surfaces and Colloids" in IPhCh-BAS, and to make his 

personal coпtгibution to its future development in fundamental and appl ied colloidal chemistry. 

CONCLUSION 

The documents submitted Ьу Dr. Tchukov, who is the only cand idate in the announced 

contest for t1'1e associate professor at IPhCh - BAS, corresponds to the to pic of scientific specialty 

4.2. Cheп 1 i c~, 1 sciences, specialty "Physical Chemistry" satisfying and even exceeding the 

req u i r·ern eпts of t he law, the Regulations for its applicatioп in the RepuЫic of Bulgaria, and the 

Regu latioris for its application in IPhCh- BAS. The candidate's contributions are i ndisputaЫe and 

clearly di ~: trng ui s l1a Ьie in the scien tific community. 

Л1~ a пalysis of his overall scientific research work and organizational activity gives me а 

solid reason to SUQQOrt the candidac~ of Ch. Assistant Professor Dr. Plamen Hristov Tchukov 

and to reco rлmend to t he members of the respected scientific jury refereeing the contest as well 

as to the esteerned scient ific council of IPhCh- BAS to award him with t he academic position 

"Associatf - ~тofessor" in the field 4.2. Chemical sciences with а scientific specialty "Physical 

Chemistry ·. 
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Sofia, Bu l g,нi .J (Prof. Konstant in Balashev,PhD, DSc) 


